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We all want to love and be loved unconditionally - unfortunately patterns and past experiences often put us in a position where we need to feel guarded or distant. This distance keeps us from
feeling true emotional intimacy with our partners, and all aspects of our relationships suffer as a result. The Seven Secrets of Healthy, Happy Relationships seeks to change that by providing a
path by which you can recover from the past, enjoy the present, and fight your fears for the future before they have a chance to take root in your relationships. Ruiz and Amara teach that
unconditional love is like a river: when you love someone based on conditions, the river gets dammed and stagnant, but unconditional love flows through all aspects of your relationship and
your life. By undamming the river of unconditional love between you and your partner, you will create a strong, caring relationship by learning to: Allow yourself to experience emotional
intimacy, even if you've been hurt in the past Heal past hurts and traumas that are holding you back from your current relationship Be in the present in your relationship, rather than living from
the past or in the future
The Four Agreements introduced a simple, but powerful code of conduct for attaining personal freedom and true happiness. Now The Four Agreements Companion Book takes you even
further along the journey to recover the awareness and wisdom of your authentic self. This companion book is a must-read not only for those who enjoyed don Miguel’s first book, but for
anyone who is ready to leave suffering behind, and to master the art of living in our natural state: happiness. The Companion Book includes: • How to break the domestication that keeps you
enslaved by fear • Keys to recover your will, your faith, and the power of your word • Practice ideas to help you become the master of your own life • A dialogue with don Miguel about living
The Four Agreements • Success stories from people who have used The Four Agreements “The Four Agreements are a tool for transformation, leading you to stop judging, mainly yourself,
and to start practicing another way of life.” — don Miguel Ruiz
Presents a guide to using the principles of Toltec philosophy to overcome attachments and beliefs that are the cause of suffering and that stand in the way of achieving personal freedom and
happiness.
For the first time ever, the Toltec wisdom from the Ruiz family is bound together in a book of daily meditations designed to inspire, nourish and enlighten adherents as they travel along the
Toltec path. Drawing on years of apprenticeship under his father and grandmother, don Miguel Ruiz Jrshares Toltec lessons on love, faith, agreements and, most importantly, awareness.
Readers are invited to embark on a six-month journey of daily lessons that will guide them into a deeper understanding of themselves and those they interact with in the world. In the
introduction, don Miguel Ruiz Jr reminds us that progress on the Toltec path is not measured by the acquisition of things, status or even ideas, but rather by the complete and total realization
that everything in the world is perfect exactly the way it is at this moment.
Continuing the Toltec tradition of the best-selling book, "The Four Agreements," this book reveals how hidden beliefs create barriers to success and true happiness. An inspiring guide based
on everyday wisdom, this book outlines four simple steps you can take to re-create any belief that stands in your way.
• Doña Bernadette Vigil, the working partner of don Miguel Ruiz and a fully initiated Nagual woman, reveals the authentic tradition of Toltec self-mastery. • Includes exercises from the ancient
spiritual path that take the practitioner from Jaguar Knight and Eagle Knight through Nagual Master. • Provides a program of 11 Agreements for continuing the spiritual journey. The Toltec
people of ancient Mexico possessed powerful knowledge, passed down secretly through generations of Naguals, that enabled them to achieve a remarkable psychic and spiritual balance.
These spiritual warriors learned to discipline their thoughts and emotions, channeling their energy into unconditional love for themselves and others and transforming their world in the process.
With the understanding of one who has walked the path, dona Bernadette Vigil--a full Nagual, or shaman, in the Toltec tradition--guides readers through the effective training techniques
practiced by Toltec warriors for centuries. By following the practices of the spiritual warrior, readers will experience the amazing sense of peace and contentment that comes from finally
breaking free from layers of self-limiting thoughts and fulfilling their true potential as human beings. More than a handbook for personal change, Mastery of Awareness challenges readers to
transform the collective dream of the planet.
In The Mastery of Love, don Miguel Ruiz illuminates the fear-based beliefs and assumptions that undermine love and lead to suffering and drama in our relationships. Using insightful stories to
bring his message to life, Ruiz shows us how to heal our emotional wounds, recover the freedom and joy that are our birthright, and restore the spirit of playfulness that is vital to loving
relationships. The Mastery of Love includes: * Why "domestication" and the "image of perfection" lead to self-rejection * The war of control that slowly destroys most relationships * Why we
hunt for love in others, and how to capture the love inside us * How to finally accept and forgive ourselves and others "Happiness can only come from inside of you and is the result of your
love. When you are aware that no one else can make you happy, and that happiness is the result of your love, this becomes the greatest mastery of the Toltec: the Mastery of Love." - don
Miguel Ruiz

Fourteen years ago don Miguel Ruiz introduced The Four Agreements to an audience hungry for change. Amari Magdalena was an early apprentice of Miguel's and embraced
the wisdom of the Toltec Mastery of Awareness that The Four Agreements represented. As she initiated her teaching practice she developed significant new work to facilitate the
Toltec Mastery of Transformation. Amari began to see a corollary between this new work and Miguel's work; a natural marriage which evolved into this book, Beyond the Four
Agreements. Amari introduces a cast of characters; the South, West, North and East Shields who endow the four agreements with life-changing transformational actions. With
the marriage of The Four Agreements and Beyond the Four Agreements the ultimate Toltec Mastery of Love can be achieved. Moving through the conundrum of Judge and
Victim, Beyond the Four Agreements provides a road map for deep healing with dialog, humor, and practical exercises.
Bestselling author don Miguel Ruiz reveals the source of self-limiting beliefs that rob us of joy and create needless suffering. Based on ancient Toltec wisdom, The Four
Agreements offer a powerful code of conduct that can rapidly transform our lives to a new experience of freedom, true happiness, and love. • A New York Times bestseller for
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over 7 years • Over 5.2 million copies sold in the U.S. • Translated into 38 languages worldwide Don Miguel Ruiz’s book is a roadmap to enlightenment and freedom.” — Deepak
Chopra, Author, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success “An inspiring book with many great lessons . . .” — Wayne Dyer, Author, Real Magic “In the tradition of Castaneda, Ruiz
distills essential Toltec wisdom, expressing with clarity and impeccability what it means for men and women to live as peaceful warriors in the modern world.” — Dan Millman,
Author, Way of the Peaceful Warrior
• A ten-step technique, based on the teachings of the Toltecs, that allows the reader to heal from traumatic life events and emerge with new energy and direction. • Introduces
the practice of Recapitulation, a method used by the indigenous people of Mexico to restore balance to the psyche. • Ideal for people suffering the effects of childhood trauma,
broken relationships, abuse, depression, anxiety, and other psychological stresses What if it were possible to revisit the traumatic or difficult events of our past and emerge
renewed, re-energized, and healed from the damage left within us by these events? The practice of Recapitulation can do just this through a series of energetic exercises that
can ultimately free us from the repetitive emotional conflicts and persistent negative patterns that often result from trauma. Victor Sanchez shares with the reader both the
philosophy and practical applications of this ancient Toltec technique. Anyone who has lived through a long, difficult experience--perhaps a serious illness, broken relationship,
sexual abuse, or a childhood spent in a divisive family environment--can benefit from this process. Recapitulation makes it possible to actually relive and resolve the events that
have caused emotional distress. In this clear and straightforward workbook, the author guides readers through the ten steps of Recapitulation and invites them to experience the
powerful and positive new energy that results from healing the wounds of the past. The Toltec Path of Recapitulation offers an ancient ritual of renewal for the contemporary
world.
In The Four Agreements, a New York Times bestseller for over 7 years, Ruiz revealed how the process of our education, or “domestication,” can make us forget the wisdom we
were born with. Throughout our lives, we make many agreements that go against ourselves and create needless suffering. The Four Agreements help us to break these selflimiting agreements and replace them with agreements that bring us personal freedom, happiness, and love. In The Fifth Agreement, don Miguel Ruiz joins his son don Jose Ruiz
to offer a fresh perspective on The Four Agreements, and a powerful new agreement for transforming our lives into our personal heaven. The Fifth Agreement takes us to a
deeper level of awareness of the power of the Self, and returns us to the authenticity we were born with. In this compelling sequel to the book that has changed the lives of
millions of people around the world, we are reminded of the greatest gift we can give ourselves: the freedom to be who we really are.
The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom by Miguel Ruiz | Book Summary | Readtrepreneur (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book. If you're looking for
the original book, search this link: http://amzn.to/2kITSjD) Have you ever felt that every element in your life is not fitting in just the way you pictured? You are not alone and it's
never late to fix that issue. In The Four Agreements Don Miguel Ruiz tell us the core of self-limiting beliefs that prevent us from reaching a stable status of joy and make us suffer.
These are common evils that we, as human possess and must get rid of. With Ruiz's guidance, you will can do so. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published by
readtrepreneur.com It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "Whatever happens around you, don't take it personally... Nothing other people do is because of you. It
is because of themselves." - Miguel Ruiz The four agreements that Miguel Ruiz reveals are the following: Be impeccable with your word, don't take anything personally, don't
make assumptions and always do your best. How deep can you go into these concepts to improve as a human being? In Four Agreements, the author goes into detail with each
one of the agreements so you can fully take in all of them. Don Miguel Ruiz stresses that true happiness can be achieve by anyone but you must make an effort to evolve as a
human being. P.S. Miguel Ruiz is an extremely helpful book that will aid you improve and evolve as a human being to reach an state of true happiness. The Time for Thinking is
Over! Time for Action! Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy Delivered to Your Doorstep Right Away! Why Choose Us,
Readtrepreneur? Highest Quality Summaries Delivers Amazing Knowledge Awesome Refresher Clear And Concise Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great
companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. If you're looking for the original book, search for this link: http://amzn.to/2kITSjD
"Although it is humbling to gain wisdom from a cat, sometimes if we separate ourselves from the human experience, the truth of our existence rises to the surface. In this
whimsical story, the reader becomes a student learning how to shed the layers of domestication and reveal the "wilderness underneath." William Buhlman, author of Adventures
Beyond the Body and Adventures in the Afterlife "This creative book by Jessica McKay is like catnip for your soul. Easy to read and entertaining, The Wisdom of a Psychic Cat
opens your heart. Even if you are allergic to cats, you will find the fifteen lessons practical and powerful wisdom." Regina Cates, author of Lead With Your Heart, Creating a Life
of Love, Compassion and Purpose "The Wisdom of a Psychic Cat will make a great gift for the cat lovers in your life and for anyone else looking for guidance on practical ways to
increase the happiness in their lives." Laurence Andrews, author of Secrets of the Silk Road - Finding the Lost Sacred Books of the Gobi "I have enjoyed many cats in my life, but
never one as wise as this psychic cat! She shares astounding insights and important teachings for we humans." Allan Hardman, author of The Everything Toltec Wisdom Book
"This cat has been places and seen things that will lift your spirits and enlighten your mind. This is a beautiful book!" Melissa Phillippe and Z Egloff, authors of Everyday Joy - 365
Days of OhMyGodLife "This is a book that is both fun and provocative... offering layer upon layer of truly fascinating opportunities to see life differently... through the eyes and the
mind of a cat." Ramananda John E. Welshons, author of One Soul, One Love, One Heart and Awakening from Grief This is not a children's book -- it's for adults willing to hear
really good advice from unexpected sources. Learn how to relax about life, be less hard on yourself, and know what to do when there's a mouse under your couch according to
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Little Girlie McFluff, Psychic Cat Oracle. Channelled through her human servant Jessica McKay, Little Girlie dispenses 15 lessons on happiness for humans. With gentle wisdom
and feline eloquence, Little Girlie gives humans the keys to self-acceptance and inner peace. She takes us through: Self-love Gratitude Remembering your divinity Silencing the
inner critic Knowing your greatness Harnessing your power to choose Letting go Your perception of time and space Play Forgiveness and more! Discover what to do when your
food bowl is empty, how to cope when the going gets tough, and why naps are usually the answer to everything.
In this remarkable book, the renowned Mexican healer Sergio Magaña reveals the fascinating secrets of the ancient Toltec tradition. Closed to outsiders until now, this rich
spiritual tradition is over 5,000 years old. The original holders of this secret knowledge, the Chichimeca, were considered to be masters, with a deep understanding of the dream
state and a working knowledge of how our perceptions form our reality, as well as the capacity to influence matter. The Toltec Secret reveals the incredibly powerful rituals and
symbols that will enable you to: • become lucid in your dreams • create your life through your dreams like the Toltecs did • send healing to others while in the dreaming state •
communicate with your ancestors • develop your intuition and use Toltec techniques to see the aura • heal and rejuvenate your body by connecting with the energy of the sun •
use the mysterious obsidian mirror for healing yourself and others • practise the powerful dances of the Toltecs and Mexihcas.
In The Mastery of Love, don Miguel Ruiz illuminates the fear-based beliefs and assumptions that undermine love and lead to suffering and drama in our relationships. Using
insightful stories to bring his message to life, Ruiz shows us how to heal our emotional wounds, recover the freedom and joy that are our birthright, and restore the spirit of
playfulness that is vital to loving relationships. The Mastery of Love includes: • Why "domestication" and the "image of perfection" lead to self-rejection • The war of control that
slowly destroys most relationships • Why we hunt for love in others, and how to capture the love inside us • How to finally accept and forgive ourselves and others "Happiness
can only come from inside of you and is the result of your love. When you are aware that no one else can make you happy, and that happiness is the result of your love, this
becomes the greatest mastery of the Toltec: the Mastery of Love." — don Miguel Ruiz
The Toltec was a society of scientists and artists known in the southern area of Mexico as a people of great knowledge who preserved the spiritual and ancient practices of their
esteemed ancestors. The wisdom gleaned from them points to a belief that espouses a way of life that is easily permeated by happiness and love. These scientists and artists
created masteries that help people see the real truth and set them on the path away from suffering and conflict through awareness. The purpose of their teachings is to bring
every person back to their base natures of love, happiness, and freedom. The main concepts explored in the following text are based on the Toltec teachings of truth, awareness
of what is real, and the use of powerful tools that can be employed for the betterment of human life. It challenges modern beliefs and attempts to dispel the falsehood of
pretenses by exposing one to the acute awareness of the authentic self. The road to breaking long-held perceptions may be an arduous one but it is quite possible to recover the
truths that have been lost through years of disillusionment and misinterpretation of what is encountered on a daily basis.
The Toltec Secret to HappinessCreate Lasting Change with the Power of BeliefHampton Roads Publishing
For the first time ever, the Toltec wisdom from the Ruiz family is bound together in a book of Daily Meditations. Readers are invited on a six-month journey of daily lessons with
don Miguel Ruiz Jr. that are designed to inspire, nourish, and enlighten adherents as they travel along the Toltec path. Drawing on years of apprenticeship under his father and
grandmother, don Miguel Ruiz Jr. shares Toltec lessons on Love, Faith, Agreements, and most importantly: Awareness. The purpose of each meditation is to guide readers into a
deeper understanding of his or her self, as well as the world in which we live. In the introduction to the book, don Miguel Ruiz Jr. reminds readers that progress on the Toltec path
is not measured by the acquisition of things, status, or even ideas, but rather the complete and total realization that everything in the world is perfect, exactly the way it is at this
moment. “Love is accepting ourselves just the way we are, with all of our flaws and our ever-changing belief system. You are nothing else but who you are. You are not the
person you were a year ago. You are not the person you will be in a year. You aren't even the person you think you are. You simply are, and that must be enough.” —don Miguel
Ruiz Jr. This book will have special appeal to those already familiar with his father’s books The Four Agreements, The Mastery of Love, and The Fifth Agreement, as well as don
Miguel Ruiz Jr.’s own book, The Five Levels of Attachment. It also makes a wonderful gift.
The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom by Miguel Ruiz - Book Summary - Readtrepreneur (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book, but an unofficial
summary.) Have you ever felt that every element in your life is not fitting in just the way you pictured? You are not alone and it's never late to fix that issue. In The Four
Agreements Don Miguel Ruiz tell us the core of self-limiting beliefs that prevent us from reaching a stable status of joy and make us suffer. These are common evils that we, as
human possess and must get rid of. With Ruiz's guidance, you will can do so. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published by Readtrepreneur. It is not affiliated with the
original author in any way) "Whatever happens around you, don't take it personally... Nothing other people do is because of you. It is because of themselves." - Miguel Ruiz The
four agreements that Miguel Ruiz reveals are the following: Be impeccable with your word, don't take anything personally, don't make assumptions and always do your best. How
deep can you go into these concepts to improve as a human being? In Four Agreements, the author goes into detail with each one of the agreements so you can fully take in all
of them. Don Miguel Ruiz stresses that true happiness can be achieve by anyone but you must make an effort to evolve as a human being. P.S. Miguel Ruiz is an extremely
helpful book that will aid you improve and evolve as a human being to reach an state of true happiness. The Time for Thinking is Over! Time for Action! Scroll Up Now and Click
on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Grab your Copy Right Away! Why Choose Us, Readtrepreneur? ? Highest Quality Summaries ? Delivers Amazing Knowledge ? Awesome
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Refresher ? Clear And Concise Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book.
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??????????????????????????Business Insider????????50??????????????????????????????TED??????????? ?????http://amycuddy.com/
Is happiness something that you believe will come attached to some future event or a special person? Are you postponing happiness until you have the ideal job, live in your
dream home, find the perfect mate, retire, or some other future situation? If you find yourself caught up in these thoughts or are missing passion, joy, or inner peace, then this
book is for you! Through a series of practical lessons, you will learn the tools for raising self-awareness, leading to a path of personal transformation, which will allow you to
experience a life of peace and happiness.
In The Circle of Fire, bestselling author, don Miguel Ruiz, inspires us to enter into a new and loving relationship with ourselves, with our fellow humans, and with all of creation.
Through a selection of beautiful essays, prayers, and guided meditations, Ruiz prepares our minds for a new way of seeing life, and opens our hearts to find our way back to our
birthright: heaven on earth. The result is a life lived in joy, harmony, and contentment. In my teachings, “The Circle of Fire” ceremony celebrates the most important day of our
lives: the day when we merge with the fire of our spirit, and return to our own divinity. This is the day when we recover the awareness of what we really are, and make the choice
to live in communion with that force of creation we call “Life” or “God.” From that day forward, we live with unconditional love in our hearts for ourselves, for life, for everything in
creation. This book, first published in 2001 as “Prayers: A Communion with Our Creator,” will remind you of what you really are. It has always been my favorite book, and now in
honor of my favorite prayer, it has been appropriately renamed “The Circle of Fire.” — don Miguel Ruiz
A three volume set identifies four self-limiting beliefs that impede one's experience of freedom, true happiness, and love; looks at the fear-based assumptions that undermine
love; and urges readers to restore joy in living by not believing in lies.
The Fifth Agreement: A Practical Guide to Self-Mastery by don Miguel Ruiz Book Summary Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) After releasing his most
successful bestseller, don Miguel Ruiz comes back again with a new guide to self mastery. The Fifth Agreement kicks off where the last book left us, taking us into a deeper level
of awareness on how powerful and authentic we are. After breaking down how we can break self- limiting agreements that go against ourselves in The Four Agreements, Miguel
Ruiz offers us a new agreement for changing our lives into our own paradise. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with the
original author in any way) "I respect you when I don't try to tell you how to live your life, how to dress, how to walk, how to talk, how to do whatever you do in your kingdom." Miguel Ruiz Don Miguel Ruiz reminds of how good freedom tastes, how sweet it is to be who we really are and finally, he makes us realize the power we bear when we strive to
be authentic. It's within us that lies the key to happiness and only by truly understanding who we are, we can reach our maximum potential. It's time for you to start your training
to self-mastery. The Fifth Agreement offers you a journey you'll never forget. P.S. The Fifth Agreement is an outstanding book on self-mastery that teaches us how to be
ourselves. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who famously said that once you stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the ability to read faster if he
could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books through our summaries. Our vision is to
make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your
Copy. Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist in case you
missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the original book but never read it before Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great
companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. "One of the greatest and most powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way of success is
the way of continuous pursuit of knowledge" - Abbey Beathan
Previously published as The Power of Belief Imagine being happy and content even in the most difficult times. An impossible dream? Not at all. But if your desire for happiness
isn’t being reached by trying harder, having more, or knowing more the problem may lie hidden within the core of your deepest beliefs. Our deepest beliefs impact every aspect
of our lives: our performance at work, our issues with money, the state of our health, and how we conduct all our relationships. In The Toltec Secret to Happiness Ray Dodd
reveals how hidden beliefs create barriers to living a happy life, and how to break through self-limiting boundaries by changing those beliefs. In 1996, after a chance meeting at
the pyramid ruins in Teotihuacan, Mexico, Ray embarked on a six-year apprenticeship with don Miguel Ruiz, MD, author of the widely beloved and best-selling book, The Four
Agreements. “Now, building on the Toltec Wisdom Path popularized by don Miguel, Carlos Castaneda, and many others, The Toltec Secret to Happiness offers four simple steps
to transform any belief that stands in the way of your happiness. Read it and discover: How to Identify and Change any Self-Limiting Belief The Key to Eliminating Regret, Worry,
and Self-Doubt The Secret to Staying Balanced and Happy, Even When Things are Falling Apart The Most Effective Way to Achieve Lasting Change
This is a book summary for “The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom” by Don Miguel Ruiz. It reveals the source of self-limiting beliefs that rob us of joy
and create needless suffering. Based on ancient Toltec wisdom, the Four Agreements offer a powerful code of conduct that can rapidly transform our lives to a new experience of
freedom, true happiness, and love. We will help you to acquire all the main contents of the book in 10 minutes with clear and memorable pictures.
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Do you want a magical life, filled with passion, excitement, and creative fire ? The tools and techniques you need are HERE ! Discover the secrets of the real fountain of youth,
the science of love, become an expert at anything fast, boost your creativity a 1000-fold, and hundreds of other ways to change things for the better. The choice is yours - don't
waste another minute - begin the journey NOW..
For the first time ever, the Toltec wisdom from the Ruiz family is bound together in a book of Daily Meditations. Readers are invited on a six-month journey of daily lessons with don Miguel
Ruiz Jr. that are designed to inspire, nourish, and enlighten adherents as they travel along the Toltec path. Drawing on years of apprenticeship under his father and grandmother, don Miguel
Ruiz Jr. shares Toltec lessons on Love, Faith, Agreements, and most importantly: Awareness. The purpose of each meditation is to guide readers into a deeper understanding of his or her
self, as well as the world in which we live. In the introduction to the book, don Miguel Ruiz Jr. reminds readers that progress on the Toltec path is not measured by the acquisition of things,
status, or even ideas, but rather the complete and total realization that everything in the world is perfect, exactly the way it is at this moment. "Love is accepting ourselves just the way we are,
with all of our flaws and our ever-changing belief system. You are nothing else but who you are. You are not the person you were a year ago. You are not the person you will be in a year. You
aren't even the person you think you are. You simply are, and that must be enough." --don Miguel Ruiz Jr. This book will have special appeal to those already familiar with his father's books
The Four Agreements, The Mastery of Love, and The Fifth Agreement, as well as don Miguel Ruiz Jr.'s own book, The Five Levels of Attachment. It also makes a wonderful gift.
This four-color illustrated edition of The Four Agreements celebrates the 15th anniversary of a personal growth classic. With over 10 years on The New York Times bestseller list, and over 9
million copies in print, The Four Agreements continues to top the bestseller lists. In The Four Agreements, don Miguel Ruiz reveals the source of self-limiting beliefs that rob us of joy and
create needless suffering. Based on ancient Toltec wisdom, The Four Agreements offer a powerful code of conduct that can rapidly transform our lives to a new experience of freedom, true
happiness, and love. “This book by don Miguel Ruiz, simple yet so powerful, has made a tremendous difference in how I think and act in every encounter.” — Oprah Winfrey “Don Miguel
Ruiz’s book is a roadmap to enlightenment and freedom.” — Deepak Chopra, Author, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success “An inspiring book with many great lessons.” — Wayne Dyer,
Author, Real Magic “In the tradition of Castaneda, Ruiz distills essential Toltec wisdom, expressing with clarity and impeccability what it means for men and women to live as peaceful warriors
in the modern world.” — Dan Millman, Author, Way of the Peaceful Warrior
This book summary and analysis was created for individuals who want to extract the essential contents and are too busy to go through the full version. This book is not intended to replace the
original book. Instead, we highly encourage you to buy the full version. Read as Don Miguel Ruiz shares the roots of our beliefs robbing us of a life full of love and joy and creating a life of
suffering. In The Four Agreements, he shares the Toltec wisdom practicing a powerful way of life that can transform our lives and experience the true meaning of freedom, happiness, and
love. Wait no more, take action and get this book now!
Toltec culture flourished in Mexico around 800 AD. Its wisdom has been brought to millions by the wildly popular teacher don Miguel Ruiz. Also based on the ancient teachings of the Toltec
people, Mastering the Toltec Way helps readers follow in the footsteps of the Toltec into living fully, truthfully, and passionately, day by day. Secret knowledge embraced by the Toltec
transcends normal, everyday awareness. Using Mastering the Toltec Way, readers gain access to this ancient knowledge and learn daily how to be happy no matter what their circumstances
and how to gain complete freedom to be themselves. Mastering the Toltec Way is structured on the lunar calendar. Each of the 13 chapters concludes with 28 daily entries that illustrate how to
apply the Toltec way to today's world. From the book: Beginning on a full or new moon, readers: Start by reading a story that weaves the Toltec philosophy into modern life and lights the way
for the exercises to follow.Do visualizations that help them use their imaginations to disengage their minds and re-engage their spirits.Meditate in various ways plus learn to pay attention to
their five senses, among other active exercises to put the Toltec way into daily practice. For those who want to experience everyday life more deeply and gain lasting personal freedom,
Mastering the Toltec Way guides seekers on a well-traveled, ancient path.
Traditional Chinese edition of A Return to Love: Reflections on the Principles of "A Course in Miracles," Marianne Williamson's perpetual bestseller. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
In The Circle of Fire (formerly published as Prayers: A Communion With Our Creator) Ruiz inspires us to enter into a new and loving relationship with ourselves, with our fellow humans, and
with all of creation. Through a selection of beautiful essays, prayers, and guided meditations, Ruiz prepares our minds for a new way of seeing life, and opens our hearts to find our way back
to our birthright: heaven on earth. The result is a life lived in joy, harmony, and contentment. In my teachings, "The Circle of Fire" ceremony celebrates the most important day of our lives: the
day when we merge with the fire of our spirit, and return to our own divinity. This is the day when we recover the awareness of what we really are, and make the choice to live in communion
with that force of creation we call "Life" or "God." From that day forward, we live with unconditional love in our hearts for ourselves, for life, for everything in creation. This book, first published
in 2001 as "Prayers: A Communion with Our Creator," will remind you of what you really are. It has always been my favorite book, and now in honor of my favorite prayer, it has been
appropriately renamed "The Circle of Fire." -- don Miguel Ruiz
Chinese edition of The power of now - a guide to spiritual enlightenment by Eckhart Tolle, the author of One World. Tolle is considered the eminent spiritual teacher in the world. His message
in this bestseller is: living in the now is the truest path to happiness and enlightenment
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